Conformational investigation in solution of a fluorinated anti-inflammatory drug by NMR spectroscopy in weakly ordering media.
The structural and conformational elucidation of flexible bioactive molecules in solution is currently a crucial goal for the scientific community, but it is rarely achievable by available techniques. The anti-inflammatory drug diflunisal is presented here as a model case for supporting the efficiency of NMR spectroscopy combined with the use of weakly ordering media as a promising methodology for the conformational investigation of small bioactive molecules. Starting from NMR anisotropic data (40 independent dipolar couplings), a quite accurate description of its torsional distribution around the inter-ring C-C bond was found, characterized by a pair of two couples of conformers. According to the relative configuration of the carboxylic group and the fluorine atom in the ortho position to the inter-ring C-C bond, the more stable couple of conformers are defined as "trans" type conformers (F opposite to the carboxylic group) whereas the less stable couple are "cis" type conformers (F and carboxylic group on the same side). In order to study the influence of fluorine nuclei on the structure and conformational distribution, the same analytical strategy has been applied to investigate the phenylsalicylic acid, its nonfluorinated analogue.